How personal is
too personal?
hat is what iProspect decided to find out, asking 4,500 consumers across 8 markets*
what they felt about personalization, what messages and channels are most
appropriate for personalization and how brands should behave when trying to get
closer to consumers.
Here are 5 strategies for brands embarking on a personalization strategy.

Increase Brand Awareness
If you have relatively low levels of brand
awareness, consider more broad-based
communications before focusing on
personalization.
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73% of consumers are less likely
to click on an ad from a brand
they don’t know.

Know Your Demographics
Think about different levels of
personalization for different segments.
The same depth of personalization
may not be appropriate for everyone.
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Test Message Strategy
Test different messaging strategies,
keeping in mind the messages that
are likely to add most value.

What are the most valuable types of
personalized messages?

Websites

Email

Facebook
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Know the Interests of
Your Audience

18-24 year olds are 2X more likely to
click on a personalized ad from a brand
they know.

Price Promotion

52%

More detailed product info

37%

Real-time location offers

26%

Similar recommendations

25%

Purchase Information

21%

Evaluate Your
Channel Mix
3 channels top the list for delivering
personalized messages.

What channels are most
appropriate for personalized
messages?

Clothing

41%

Food

Certain categories lend themselves more
to personalized messaging. In general,
personalization is more acceptable to
consumers in leisure and lifestyle
categories.
About which items would you most like
to receive personalized messages?
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Travel

37%

Health & Beauty
Finance

26%

14%

ersonalization can deliver high performance impact, but make sure you
really understand how best you can add value to consumers through
personalizing your messaging.

*Source: iProspect Personalization survey Oct 2016 - 4500 Google consumer surveys in
US, UK, DE, FR, IT, NL, BR, AUS.

